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California COVID -19 Guidelines 

Each color has a different set of rules.

April 1

100 people or fewer, regional visitors.

Reservations only

100 people or fewer, regional visitors.

Reservations only

Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties are in the red tier, but they are almost into the orange tier.

Indoor gatherings are strongly discouraged, but allowed with modifications.
Outdoor live events- open with modifications, no live audiences.

Red

April 1

Professional sports can open outdoors with only 100 or fewer attendees. 

Live performances outdoors with only 100 or fewer attendees (Starting April 1)

Outdoor gatherings, only with modifications

Outdoor live events- open with modifications, no live audiences.

Purple

max 20% capacity

Weekly worker testing

In state visitors only

Reservations only
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TIER 1 - WIDESPREAD OR PURPLE CRITERIA:

# of new daily cases: More than 7 per 100k 
people Positivity rate: More than 8%WHAT IT MEANS: Many nonessential

indoor business operations are closed

TIER 2 - SUBSTANTIAL OR RED CRITERIA:

# of new daily cases: 4-7 per 100K people
Positivity rate: Between 5% and 8%WHAT IT MEANS: Some nonessential 

indoor business operations are closed

TIER 3 - MODERATE OR ORANGE CRITERIA:

# of new daily cases: 1-3.9 per 100K  people
Positivity rate: Between 2% and 4.9%WHAT IT MEANS: Some indoor business

operations are open with modifications

TIER 4 - MINIMAL OR YELLOW CRITERIA:

# of new daily cases: Less than 1 per 100K people
Positivity rate: less than 2%WHAT IT MEANS: Most indoor business

operations are open with modifications

Professional sports at outdoor stadiums can have attendees at 33% capacity (Starting April 1)

Live performances outdoors only at 33% capacity (Starting April 1)

San Francisco and Santa Clara are in the orange tier.

 Indoor gatherings are strongly discouraged, but allowed with modifications.
Outdoor live events- open with modifications, live audience allowed, 20% capacity,
reservations required, assigned seating only, regional attendees.

Orange

April 1

Max 33% capacity

Weekly worker testing

In state visitors only

Yellow
Professional sports at outdoor stadiums can have audiences up to 67% (Starting April 1)

Live performances outdoors only at 67% capacity (Starting April 1)

Indoor gatherings are strongly discouraged, but allowed with modifications.

Indoor evets: if all guests are tested or fully vaccinated, 200 people max.

Private events: outdoor only, max of 200 people. If all guests are tested or show proof 
of full vaccination, 400 people max.

Alpine and Sierra county are the only 2 counties that made it to yellow so far. Outdoor live events- open with 
modifications, live audience allowed, 25%capacity, reservations, assigned seating, regional attendees only.

April 1

Max 67% capacity

In state visitors only



Producers of any event/activity must put together a plan to show how you will
meet all these requirements.

Plans should include physical distancing, face coverings, disinfecting, staff health 
screening, and one way movement.

Plans should be given to all staff, crew and performers. 

Failure to comply with public health protocols can result in the Public Health shutting down the event. 

Gathering Plans:


